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We’re finally at the last PPV before Survivor Series and the
end of the three PPVs in six Sunday run that happens every
fall in WWE. The main events are nothing to write home about
as we have a rematch with a gimmick on the Red side and a
rematch from a few months ago on the Blue side. I still say
this show doesn’t need to exist but that’s WWE for you. Let’s
get to it.

We open with a video about the three main events and the
almost required Pulp Fiction vengeance upon thee lines.

Tag Titles: Air Boom vs. Dolph Ziggler/Jack Swagger

Who exactly is Vickie wanting to be quiet? She’s the only one
talking. It’s like she’s being overly loud and annoying for
the sake of getting on the fans’ nerves. Air Boom has new
music and their color of the night is red. Dolph and Kofi
start us off. Now there’s a rivalry. Dolph has tights that
have so many colors in them that RVD would be jealous. There’s
red, white, blue, a darker red and what looks to be a flag
pattern on it. Also it looks like a singlet with the straps
down.

Kofi takes over to start and hammers on Dolph, getting two off
a monkey flip that sent Dolph over so hard that he landed on
his face. Bourne comes in and gets two. It’s so weird to hear
Bourne listed as 165lbs. Swagger comes in and gets rolled up
for two before it’s back to Kofi. He tries to go up but since
AMERICA is better than Ghana, he catches him in a powerslam
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for two.

Sweet dropkick by Dolph puts Kofi down and we’re told that
immediately after this it’s Ryder vs. Ziggler. That’s very
intriguing. I can’t imagine Dolph leaves as a double champion.
And there go Booker and Cole. To be fair we were a full twelve
minutes into the show so you can’t expect the two grown adults
in their 40s to maintain their composure much longer than
that.

Lawler makes really bad Vickie jokes as it’s a hot tag to
Bourne. He fires off his jumping strikes and gets a kick to
Jack for two. The Shooting Star gets loaded up but Dolph makes
the save and Evan lands on his feet. Now he fires off the
Shooting Star but it eats knees. You could tell Jack was
scared to death for that one. Dolph works on an armbar as the
announcers debate who should have a talk show on the WWE
Network. That thing is going to be a trainwreck.

Vader Bomb gets two for Swagger. The crowd is into this show
so far. They’ve cut to Vickie about 8 times so far. Swagger
goes after Kofi to break up a tag which gets him rolled up for
two. Ankle lock is countered and Swagger is sent to the floor.
Dolph goes old school heel to make sure the tag isn’t seen,
but Jack pulls Kofi off the apron anyway. Back to Ziggy and
this match is getting some time. Nice to see the PPV getting
the longer matches like it’s supposed to.

A second Vader Bomb misses and Kofi comes in to clean house.
He hits the big cross body for a VERY close two on Ziggler.
Boom Drop hits the same guy which is a move I haven’t seen in
awhile.  Trouble  in  Paradise  misses  but  the  SOS  gets  two.
Trouble in Paradise is caught in the ankle lock but Bourne
comes in with the double knee to Jack to take them out. Dolph
rolls up Kofi with tights for two but walks into the kick to
set up the Shooting Star for the pin to retain at 13:30.

Rating: B.Good old fashioned tag match here with a very hot



finish. I was digging this and it’s very cool to see an actual
tag title feud like this with a pair of established (mostly at
least)  teams.  Air  Boom  holding  the  titles  for  awhile  and
defending them almost every week it seems is really helping
them out. Fun match and I had a really good time with it.

US Title: Dolph Ziggler vs. Zack Ryder

This starts almost immediately with Dolph barely back to his
feet. Zack doesn’t run straight at him but Dolph is barely
moving.  Ryder  pounds  him  into  the  corner  and  Air
Boom/Swagger/Vickie  are  still  at  ringside.  Ryder  gets  a
forearm for two and a whip into the corner gets the same.
Dolph grabs a neckbreaker to get a breath of air. The fans are
all behind Ryder.

Dolph is knocked to the floor so Air Boom throws him back
inside. That gets them ejected and they’re stunned by this.
The fans are all over Vickie and have been all night. Flapjack
gets two for Ryder. I’m glad they didn’t have Ryder run out
there and steal the title. Ryder misses a cross body and hits
the  ropes  to  put  both  guys  down.  My  goodness  Ziggler  is
technically a Triple Crown winner.

Ziggler is in total control here. Naturally as soon as I say
that he misses a splash. Naturally as soon as I say that he
avoids the Broski Boot and hits a Fameasser for two. The fans
are staying into this or are at least into the near falls.
Ryder gets the knees up in the corner and he has blonde hair
now. Broski Boot hits but Vickie has the referee. Zig Zag is
countered and down goes Swagger. Dolph fires off a superkick
that totally missed but it’s enough for the pin at 6:10.

Rating: C-. Very basic match here and there was nothing going
on in it at all. I don’t really get the booking here at all:
they set up Ryder perfectly to have him take the title here
and then they just don’t do it. At least it could have been
worse though. I mean, can you imagine a company spending three



months building up someone to get a title and then keep it on
the guy that has nowhere to go with the title because they
just decided at the last minute that it was the right move?

Punk is talking to DiBiase of all people when HHH comes up.
There’s no rah rah speech but Punk wants to make it clear to
Awesome Truth that it’s an unsafe working environment now
rather than what it was when HHH was in charge.

Divas Title: Eve Torres vs. Beth Phoenix

We get a clip from earlier in the day with the evil girls
attacking Kelly as Eve makes the save. I guess Kelly is Crazy
is going into the pool of the forgotten right? Eve has new
music too and it sounds awful. At least we can look at her
awesome legs. Kelly and Natalya are banned from ringside. Eve
grabs a sunset flip to start and we’re talking about Beth’s
underwear for some reason.

They fight over to the ropes…and Beth is now handcuffed to the
ropes via something on her own outfit. Eve kicks away and Beth
is free. Uh, point to that? Beth takes over on the floor and
gets two back in the ring. The fans are bored out of their
minds here which is saying a lot as they were hot for the
first half hour.

Gutbuster kind of move gets two and we’re off to our second
rest hold in a minute. Beth slaps her head and screams at her
to cry. Eve starts her comeback and puts Beth down with a
clothesline and a flipping splash for two. Eve gets some kind
of choke out while she on Beth’s shoulders and it turns into
something  resembling  a  triangle  choke.  The  cool  looking
submission doesn’t work though because that might get it over
as a finisher and Eve has one of those already. Glam Slam is
countered into a rollup for two. Eve gets a kick in and goes
up for the moonsault but Beth moves. Glam Slam ends this at
7:16.

Rating: D+. I’ve watched a lot of wrestling in my time and I



don’t recall a division or story that I was less interested in
than the Divas in WWE at the moment. I mean there is nothing
of interest or note at all about them. They kill the crowds
other than Kelly and the matches are as unnatural looking as
any I’ve ever seen. I mean there is nothing interesting to
them at all and I dread watching them every show. The match
wasn’t bad. I just didn’t want to watch it.

Big Show says he’s back tonight and that better is better, not
bigger. He says 3 seconds doesn’t end 15 years of failure for
Henry. The military thing doesn’t really work for Big Show.
Show gets in Striker’s face and says he’ll get Vengeance.

Ad for the Bret vs. Shawn DVD, which if my memory is correct,
the Screwjob match is only on the Blu-Ray.

Christian vs. Sheamus

No recap here which is a nice time saver. Christian stalls
before we get started. It’s a brawl to start and Sheamus takes
that easily. The Canadian is beaten down into the corner as
Cole repeats a line from Lawler. Sheamus gets Christian in the
ropes and pounds away. Booker calls them Irish Hand Grenades.
Cole says it’s called the Unreastra. It’s an Irish thing of
some sort.

Christian comes back with a neckbreaker and then a neckbreaker
followed by a punch and then more punches. A mixed set of
moves isn’t his strong suit tonight. Cole lists off their
resumes like JR lists off football stats back in the 80s.
Hearing all of those title reigns for everyone makes them seem
a little weak but whatever. Middle rope missile dropkick hits
but the Swan Dive misses.

Cole  says  this  is  the  second  match  trending  worldwide  on
Twitter tonight. Yes boys and girls, stop watching the show
and go look at Twitter instead! Sheamus hits a fallaway slam
for two. Christian tries to charge at him but gets caught by a
slingshot shoulder block for two. A gorilla press is countered



and Christian pops off a right hand and the reverse DDT for
two.

High Cross is countered as is the pendulum kick. Is Sheamus
channeling Scott Hall lately? With the fallaway slam and the
Edge I think he is. Irish Curse is countered into a Killswitch
attempt  but  Christian  gets  caught  in  another  High  Cross
attempt. Christian gets out and hits two pendulum kicks but
jumps into the Irish Curse for two. Spear counters the Brogue
Kick but it only gets two because Christian has no business
using the spear.

Sheamus goes up top as this is trending on Twitter too. WHY
SHOULD WE FREAKING CARE ABOUT TWITTER??? The people hearing
about this have already bought the show so why are you trying
to sell it to us again? Sheamus gets caught in a hurricanrana
off the top but kicks Christian’s head off in another spear
attempt for the pin at 9:37.

Rating: C+. Not bad here but dude, we’ve seen it how many
times  on  Smackdown  already?  Christian  using  the  spear  is
getting on my nerves (small guy using a power move) but Cole
talking about how everything is on Twitter is really getting
to me. I mean, WHO CARES ABOUT TWITTER??? Oh wait. It makes
Vince think the world cares about his stuff and that he’s been
accepted by the mainstream audience. Never let it be said he
doesn’t cater things to himself at times.

Otunga  and  Ace  are  chatting  when  Awesome  Truth  comes  up.
Otunga leaves and the tag team sucks up to Ace a bit. Ace: “I
think  you  could  be  the  greatest  tag  team  in  the  world.”
Awesome Truth: “Really?” Ace: “No, but you guys suck up well.”
Ace leaves and they get in an argument about who is better at
sucking. Then they say HHH and Punk suck. Is there a point to
this? This goes on way too long and they say they don’t like
Texas.

We recap HHH/Punk vs. Awesome Truth with a video that I think



aired on Smackdown. This eats up like 3 minutes and is about
chaos that has been running wild on Raw since MITB. Good video
though.

Awesome Truth vs. HHH/CM Punk

Miz vs. Punk to start us off. That goes nowhere so it’s off to
Truth vs. HHH. The Game is still COO, but he doesn’t run Raw
anymore. Ok then. Nothing at all in the first two and a half
minutes. HHH takes over on Truth and the fans react big. Back
to Punk who gets a chant and a falcon arrow for two. HEY! Two
things are trending on Twitter that are related to WWE!

This has been going on over five minutes now and there is
nothing to say. HHH and Punk even cheat like heels while Punk
has Miz in an armbar. We talk about the immigration issue from
Monday and it sounds like something that isn’t going to mean
anything in a few days but will probably be a big plot point
soon enough. Awesome Truth takes over on Punk and there’s a
chinlock.

HHH has a little bit of a gut on him now. Off to Gutty McGame
who cleans house and puts both guys on the floor with a double
clothesline. Cole goes into a political rant about Republicans
being on the fence to make fun of Booker and I have no idea
what Booker’s original point was. HHH gets beaten down for
awhile now as Lawler and Booker try to debate heel philosophy.
Booker apparently cursed during that as Lawler says younger
children need earmuffs when he talks.

Booker tries to claim the credit for “if you’re not cheating,
you’re not trying.” And in Texas of all places. HHH gets
beaten down for a little while longer and Truth hooks on a
figure four headlock. HHH stands up and hits an electric chair
(why is it called that anyway) drop and then a DDT to set up
the hot tag to Punk. Punk beats up Miz and stops to look at
the camera in a creepy way. Truth breaks up the elbow but HHH
stops Truth.



Macho Elbow hits and it’s GTS time. Miz is enough of a main
event guy to escape it though. We watch Truth vs. HHH on the
floor and Nash is back. He drills HHH and puts him down. Back
in the ring, Miz and Truth hit a combination jumping downward
spiral and Finale, which is called the Little Jimmy Finale for
the pin on Punk at 15:03.

Rating: D+. Totally boring main event tag match here and Nash
returning made me roll my eyes. It’s setting up Nash vs. HHH
in some way which is something that no one but HHH and Nash
want to see. The match was just boring because nothing changes
because of it. The ending just gives us more questions and
Punk now gets pinned before he’s allegedly going into the
title picture. Great.

Nash beats up HHH post match and Jackknifes him. That looked a
bit botched.

Alberto comes up to talk to Ace in the back and rants about
the last man standing match. Ace says it’s an opportunity and
Del Rio says he’ll find a way to win.

Cody Rhodes vs. Randy Orton

Non-title here. Randy takes over to start but Cody gets in a
mask shot to take over. More Twitter things that are tweeting.
There’s even a graphic to say what’s on there now. I give up.
Cody throws on a Boston Crab which Randy eventually escapes
with a kick to the face. Alabama Slam gets two for Rhodes.
Cody busts out a moonsault but Randy moves. I guess he’s
channeling his inner Angle.

There’s the powerslam but Cody blocks the DDT and goes up.
That doesn’t go so well as he jumps into a dropkick. Beautiful
Disaster gets two for Rhodes. The DDT is countered again and
Orton  gets  his  backbreaker  for  two.  That  sweet  over  the
shoulder neckbreaker gets two. They go up to the corner and
Cody gets a headbutt with the mask to set up a moonsault press
for two.



One of the baggers distracts Randy so that Cody can hook Cross
Rhodes for two. He’s shocked but welcome to the main event
Cody: finishers mean jack. Now Rhodes loads up an RKO (yes
that’s correct) but Randy counters into the elevated DDT. The
other bagger pops up but Cody is shoved into him. RKO and pin
at 12:08.

Rating: C+. It’s nice to see Orton out of the title picture
for a bit but I’m not sure what the point of this was. Rhodes
got to look good but the Baggers had no point being there. I
can’t complain about the champion losing here because he isn’t
ready to beat Orton, but this rubs me the wrong way for some
reason. Decent match though.

Rock is at Survivor Series. Thank goodness.

We recap Show vs. Henry. Henry injured him, Henry won the
title during Show’s injury time, Show wants the title for
revenge.

Smackdown World Title: Big Show vs. Mark Henry

They fight over a lockup to start and Henry pushes him into
the corner. Show gets to fire away at the ribs and the obvious
question comes into play: why not use the big right hand that
you know can knock Henry out cold? Show throws him back in and
manages a superkick to put Henry on the floor. WE’RE TRENDING
PEOPLE!!! WE’RE TRENDING!!! Henry tries to leave with the
title but that goes nowhere.

A big slam hits Show to put him down and it’s all champion
now. Off to the leg now and Henry works on it by laying on it.
You can’t say he isn’t practical. Show tries to slam Henry but
the leg gives out. Back to the leg for more cranking which
goes on for a few moments. They hit the ropes and collide to
put both of them down. They slug it out from their knees. Even
from his knees Show is still taller than the local luchador.

Show makes his comeback with punches and clotheslines. Into



the corner and it’s time for the power of fat to take over.
That would be bald white fat instead of haired black fat. He
loads up the chokeslam which hits clean but Henry kicks out at
like 2.1. So is the punch his official finisher? The Punch is
countered  into  the  Slam  for  two.  That  would  have  been  a
horribly awkward ending if that had been it.

Hang onto your nachos with barbecue sauce: Mark Henry is going
to the top rope. Show manages to throw him off with what is
supposed to be a chokeslam and Henry kicks out again. Show is
stunned and I can’t say I blame him. The announcers didn’t
really react to the chokeslam that well either. Now Show is
looking at the corner. Oh dear. Show goes up but Henry makes
the save and keeps the planet’s tides from changine. Henry
hits a superplex and there goes the ring. Not as good of an
explosion as Lesnar, but still pretty good. Both guys are down
and the match is thrown out (I guess) at about 12 minutes.

Rating: B-. Battles of the giants are always fun and this was
no exception. There’s nothing wrong with having two big guys
out there hitting each other really hard and this worked too.
The ring breaking is really cool and you don’t need a ring for
a last man standing match so that’s all cool. The show was
looking to run short also so they needed something like this.
Fun match and it sets up a gimmick match in New York.

They’re still down so here are Long and Ace. What role does
Ace have here at all? Henry is still down but Show is up on
his knees. Show gets on the cart and is holding his neck. He’s
talking and cursing though. Henry actually falls out of the
ring and is still trying to get up. He shoves the referees
away and collapses. Henry stumbles up the ramp as he’s selling
this thing to death.

Ace gets on the mic and says the title match is still on. He
slips up (intentionally) and says it’s what he wants, not what
the fans want.



We recap this feud, which can be summed up as Cena’s rematch
after losing the title in a triple threat in the Cell.

Raw World Title: John Cena vs. Alberto Del Rio

Last man standing. Cena has a new shirt that says Rise Above
Hate. More anti-bullying stuff even though that fad/movement
is pretty much over. He walks up to a fan at ringside wearing
a “We Hate Cena” shirt and gives him a little smirk. The guy
has no idea what to do so Cena throws his hat over near him
and gets in. The guy in the shirt was stunned.

Rodriguez jumps Cena and gets the advantage for Del Rio. Cena
is in camo shorts here instead of the usual jeans. They’re
actually in the broken ring. We talk about the ring collapsing
and Jerry actually says Lesnar’s name. They head out for some
brawling and Cena takes over back inside. I’m not going to
bother mentioning the counts because they’re not going to come
close until about ten minutes in.

Rodriguez has a big black eye. Belly to back puts Cena down
and a second one puts him down again. Make it three of them.
The ring is at a slant now. This really is a unique look. AA
is countered into a Backstabber as Del Rio takes over again.
He keeps going to the corners for some reason. Del Rio fires
off  some  more  suplexes  but  Cena  counters  and  starts  his
finishing sequence. He looks for ropes for the Shuffle and has
none in a funny bit.

AA is countered and the Mexican hits a German on the American.
Cena hits a gutwrench suplex and they’re both down. A tilt-a-
whirl backbreaker puts Cena down but Del Rio breaks it up.
They have a good explanation for it though: why let Cena have
a break when you know he’s getting up? Alberto puts Cena under
the ropes and part of a post so he can stomp on it, getting
about seven and Del Rio charges into the AA.

That only gets about 8 and Ricardo comes in to break up
another AA. Cena fires off move #19, a big boot, to take



Ricardo  down.  Alberto  uses  the  distraction  to  try  the
armbreaker but Del Rio grabs a rear naked choke which slips
into  a  sleeper  instead.  The  referee  checks  the  arm
because….because…..because he’s not that smart. Cena is out
and Del Rio has to be up to let the count begin, despite that
not being a rule so far throughout the match.

Cena is up at like 7 and Del Rio is tossed into the barricade
(no ropes remember) in a great looking crash. This is only the
second time they’ve been out of the ring. Cena loads up the
steps but goes into them according to Wrestling Law #2 (#1 is
the table version). Rodriguez tries to cheat again but gets
crotched on the post. Cena puts Alberto onto the post to
teeter tot the post into Ricardo’s balls. Ok that was clever.

More steps are set up but Cena goes into them head first this
time. Lawler says the steps weigh 400 pounds. So in other
words, Del Rio and Cena could lift about half a ton if they
were trying. A step shot to Cena like the one he hit Del Rio
with on Monday gets 8. They fight into the back which is where
things get interesting. Del Rio goes onto what looks like a
catering/drink table and Cena is all fired up.

There’s a large anvil case (taller than Cena by about two
feet) and far wider and Cena tries to drop it on Del Rio. He
shoves it over but the champ moves. That would have killed him
so that’s a good thing. Del Rio slams Cena onto the case and I
think he breaks it. Cena is up at seven but back down at 8.
Del  Rio  drops  a  big  metal  thing  onto  Cena  (part  of  the
interview  set)  and  then  shoves  another  onto  him.  Cena  is
getting buried AND THE INTERNET REJOICES!!! There are like
five of them on him and he’s not moving. Jericho did this to
Kane at Armageddon 2000.

Cena is like screw these five big metal objects on me and is
up at 8. I love when wrestling just gets ridiculous like that.
Rodriguez gets involved again and Cena is thrown through what
looks like a cheap wooden V that the set is made of. He’s not



on his back so we can’t count. Del Rio sets up a regular table
(bigger pop than anything else in the match) and climbs up the
set for no apparent reason. Cena pulls him down and he crashes
through the table and Alberto is up at 9.

They fight over to the equipment stuff and then into the
crowd. Ok they’re back at ringside now and onto the announce
table. Cena throws Alberto into the barricade and takes out
Ricardo for about the 9th time for fun. Alberto tries the
running  enziguri  against  the  post  but  misses,  probably
breaking his leg. Cena loads up the steps for the third time
and I think it’s Super AA time. You know, instead of letting
the guy with a probably broken leg stay there.

Cena can be kind of a jerk in these matches you know? Yep it’s
Super  AA  time  and  the  Spanish  Announce  Table  (trademark)
explodes. That looks to be in but Awesome Truth runs in to
beat down Cena. The referee stops looking at Del Rio as Miz
hits the Finale and Truth hits Little Jimmy (the 10th name for
his finisher) to put Cena out. Del Rio is up and Cena STILL
gets up at 9. This is downright comical. There’s a belt shot
and that’s finally enough to beat Cena at 27:00.

Rating: B. I’d call this match fun more than good. It’s when
you get to the period of “can you top this and mix it with
cartoon stuff that would kill people but only gets 9 counts
that things get interesting. The idea here is it was Cena’s
match but Del Rio found a way to win. I had fun with it and
while I’d have liked something better than a belt shot to end
it, it was still fun overall.

Cena looks messed up in the eyes.

Overall Rating: C-. Well the last two matches helped it A LOT
but the rest of it was just weak. There was no reason for this
show but it kind of gives us some closure to this segment of
the year. With this ending we’re going to go into the Rock
time which is what we’ve needed to do for awhile. This brings



up the mentioned Survivor Series match with Miz/Truth being
the two main heels on it. Not the worst show ever, but the
first two hours or so were pretty weak.

Results
Air Boom b. Jack Swagger/Dolph Ziggler – Shooting Star Press
to Ziggler
Dolph Ziggler b. Zack Ryder – Superkick
Beth Phoenix b. Eve Torres – Glam Slam
Sheamus b. Christian – Brogue Kick
Awesome Truth b. CM Punk/HHH – Little Jimmy Finale
Randy Orton b. Cody Rhodes – RKO
Mark Henry vs. Big Show went to a no contest
Alberto Del Rio b. John Cena when Cena couldn’t answer the ten
count
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